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Dear All,
Hoe you all would have received the New Medical Examination Guidelines for ATCOs issued vide No:
AAI/ATM(HRD)/29-52/2017, Dated:19-12-2017 wherein all ATCOs have been advised to undergo Medical
examination irrespective of the current validity of their medical exam at Major stations on or before 31-122017.
This order is in contravention to the actions hitherto being followed and complied diligently by all ATCOs.
This order not only causes inconvenience to the ATCOs, but may render their functioning null and void
beyond 31-12-2017 in case if they do not undergo medical examination once again.
The order also states that nearly 700 cases have already been assessed and does not state specifically
about their status too.
It is not individual's' fault for not having been assessed their medical records by authorised medical
assessor and members would in all likely hood be depived of their leave etc during this yearend festive
season.
CEC does not endorse such gag orders. However, in order to get wider and field level perceptions all major
stations are advised to convene General Body Meeting at once and analyse the issue come out with firm
suggestions/ action plan and send the resolution so passed and adopted by 21-12-2017 along with copy of
attendance to CEC for CEC to further take up the issue appropriately.
Remember your strength is our voice and any affirmative action from CEC could be possible only with your
support and conviction. This matter may be treated as "Very Urgent" and be complied accordingly.
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